The aim of this paper is to introduce the concept of generalized φ-weakly contraction random operators and then to prove the convergence and almost sure T-stability of Mann and Ishikawa-type random iterative schemes. We also prove that a random fixed point of such operators is Bochner integrable. Our results generalize, extend and improve various results in the existing literature including the results in Berinde (Bul.
Introduction
Real world problems are embedded with uncertainties and ambiguities. To deal with probabilistic models, probabilistic functional analysis has emerged as one of the momentous mathematical disciplines and attracted the attention of several mathematicians over the years in view of its applications in diverse areas from pure mathematics to applied sciences. Random nonlinear analysis, an important branch of probabilistic functional analysis, deals with the solution of various classes of random operator equations and related problems. Of course, the development of random methods has revolutionized financial markets. Random fixed point theorems are stochastic generalizations of classical or deterministic fixed point theorems and are required for the theory of random equations, random matrices, random partial differential equations and various classes of random operators arising in physical systems (see [, ] ). Random fixed point theory was initiated in s by Prague school of probabilists. Spacek [] and Hans [] established a stochastic analogue of the Banach fixed point theorem in a separable complete metric space. Itoh [] in  generalized and extended Spacek and Han's theorem to a multivalued contraction random operator. The survey article by Bharucha-Reid [] in , where he studied sufficient conditions for a stochastic analogue of Schauder's fixed point theorem for random operators, gave wings to random fixed point theory. Now this area has become full fledged research area, and many interesting techniques to obtain the solution of nonlinear random system have appeared in the literature (see [-, , -]).
Papageorgiou 
Preliminaries
Let ( , , μ) be a complete probability measure space and (E, B(E)) be a measurable space, where E is a separable Banach space, B(E) is Borel sigma algebra of E, ( , ) is a measurable space ( -sigma algebra) and μ is a probability measure on , that is, a measure with total measure one. A mapping ξ : → E is called (a) E-valued random variable if ξ is ( , B(E))-measurable, (b) strongly μ-measurable if there exists a sequence {ξ n } of μ-simple functions converging to ξ μ-almost everywhere. Due to the separability of a Banach space E, the sum of two E-valued random variables is an E-valued random variable. A mapping T : × E → E is called a random operator if for each fixed e in E, the mapping T(·, e) : → E is measurable.
The following definitions and results will be needed in the sequel.
Definition . []
Let ( , ξ , μ) be a complete probability measure space. A random variable ξ : → X is Bochner integrable if for each ω ∈ ,
where ξ (ω) is a nonnegative real-valued random variable.
The Bochner integral is a natural generalization of the familiar Lebesgue integral to the vector-valued setting. 
Proposition . []
be a complete probability measure space, E be a nonempty subset of a separable Banach space X, and T :
Definition . [] Let ( , , μ) be a complete probability measure space and E be a nonempty subset of a separable Banach space X. A random operator T : × E → E is called a φ-weakly contractive-type random operator if there exists a continuous and nondecreasing function φ :
Motivated by the above results, we hereby introduce the following contractive condition.
Definition . Let ( , ξ , μ) be a complete probability measure space and E be a nonempty subset of a separable Banach space X. A random operator T : × E → E is of generalized φ-weakly contractive-type if there exists L(ω) ≥  and a continuous and nondecreasing function φ :
If L(ω) =  for each ω ∈ in (.), then it reduces to condition (.).
The study of nonlinear operators have attracted the attention of several mathematicians (see, e.g. [-]). Several interesting fixed points results have emerged as a result of such study.
Let T : × E → E be a random operator, where E is a nonempty convex subset of a separable Banach space X.
The random Ishikawa-type iterative scheme is a sequence of functions {ξ n } and {η n } defined by
The random Mann-type iterative scheme is a sequence of functions {ξ n } defined by
where  ≤ a n , c n ≤  and ξ  : → E is an arbitrary measurable mapping. For any given random variable ξ  : → E, define a random iterative scheme with the help of functions {ξ n } ∞ n= as follows:
where f is some function measurable in the second variable. The following lemma will be needed in the sequel.
Lemma . []
Let {γ n } and {λ n } be two sequences of nonnegative real numbers, {σ n } be a sequence of positive numbers satisfying the conditions: 
Main results
We start with the following result. 
Theorem . Let (E, · ) be a separable Banach space, T : × E → E be a generalized φ-weakly contractive-type random operator with F(T)
Now we compute the following estimate:
σ n = a n c n e
in Lemma ., it follows that conditions of Lemma . are satisfied. Hence Now we obtain the following theorem as a special case of Theorem ..
Theorem . Let (E, · ) be a separable Banach space, T : × E → E be a generalized φ-weakly contractive-type random operator with F(T)
= ∅, and {ξ n } be a random iterative sequence as defined in (.) where {a n } is a real sequence in (, ) such that ∞ n= a n = ∞. Then the random fixed point ξ * of T is Bochner integrable.
Theorem . Let (E, · ) be a separable Banach space, T : × E → E be a generalized φ-weakly contractive-type random operator with F(T) = ∅, and {ξ n } be a random iterative sequence as defined in (.) converging strongly to the random fixed ξ * of T almost surely, where {a n } and {c n } are real sequences in (, ) such that  < a ≤ a n and  < c ≤ c n (n ≥ ). Then {ξ n } ∞ n= is almost surely T-stable.
Proof Let {ς n } ∞ n= be any sequence of random variables and
where k n (ω) = ( -c n )ς n (ω) + c n T(ω, ς n (ω)) and lim n→∞ n (ω) dμ(ω) = . Next, we show that ξ * (ω) is Bochner integrable with respect to the sequence {ς n (ω)} ∞ n= . From (.), we obtain
By (.) in (.), we obtain that
+ a n c n e
-a n c n e
Using the conditions that lim n→∞ n (ω) dμ(ω) = ,  < a ≤ a n and  < c ≤ c n (n ≥ ), we have
Note that all the conditions in Lemma . are satisfied. Therefore, we obtain
Conversely, if ξ * (ω) is Bochner integrable with respect to the sequence {ς n (ω)} ∞ n= , we have
+ a n e L(ω) ξ * (ω)-k n (ω) + c n e L(ω) ξ * (ω)-k n (ω) × ξ * (ω) -ς n (ω) dμ(ω) -a n c n e
-a n c n e 
